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During his life, Gene Nunnery was recognized as a master turkey hunter and an artisan who

crafted unique, almost irresistible turkey calls. In The Old Pro Turkey Hunter, the vaunted

sportsman shares over fifty years of personal experience in Mississippi and surrounding states,

along with the decades-old wisdom of the huntsmen who taught him. Throughout the book, his

stories make clear that turkey hunting is more than just killing the bird—it is about matching

wits with a wild and savvy adversary. As Nunnery explains, “To me that’s what it’s all about:

finding a wise old gobbler who will test your skill as a turkey hunter.”Through his stories,

Nunnery reveals that the true reward for successful turkey hunting lies in winning the contest,

not necessarily exterminating the foe. Real sportsmen know that every now and then the turkey

should and will elude the hunter. As Nunnery looks back on his extensive career, he analyzes

vast differences in practice, old and new. The shift, he decides, came during his last twenty

years on the hunt, and that difference has only increased in the decades since this book was

originally published.Michael O. Giles, Bass Pro staff team member, master turkey hunter, and

award-winning outdoors writer and author of Passion of the Wild, writes a new foreword that

brings the practice of turkey hunting into the present day. Filled with a tested mixture of

common sense and specific examples of how master turkey hunters honor their harvest and

heritage, The Old Pro Turkey Hunter is the perfect companion for the novice or the adept.
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Nunnery was a successful businessman from Meridian, Mississippi who was also an

entrepreneur, amateur archeologist, hunter, fisherman, and inventor with a passion for life,

people, and the outdoors. But it was his passion for the wild turkey and all things wild turkey

that led him to become a legend before his passing. Nunnery was the first turkey hunter many

people in these parts ever knew. After spending a lifetime chasing and pursuing turkeys, he

penned The Old Pro Turkey Hunter that became a classic read for many diehard turkey

hunters.Nunnery was one of the first call makers in Mississippi, manufacturing and selling his

own calls successfully. He also developed the Bar Nun Poppers, one of the finest bream flies

you’ll ever tie on a fly rod streamer. The Bar Nun Poppers were highly sought after many years

after his passing, and many of the old anglers remember them fondly and tell tales about how

good they were. They would catch fish when nothing else would, and were very

durable.Nunnery was also a family man, who loved his wife and daughters first and foremost.

However, long before they came into his world, Nunnery was stricken with a disease that

turned into a full-blown case of turkey fever. And by the time his wife and girls came along, it

was evident that turkey hunting held a very prominent place in his life.“We always knew when

turkey season was getting close,” said his daughter Jean Nunnery Tucker. “Daddy went around

the house yelping, clucking, and gobbling with his mouth call and he started going to bed early.

Daddy would get up at three or four in the morning and hunt every day and we learned not to

make any noise or disturb his sleep after he went to bed.”Nunnery was born on June 22, 1911,

in Lauderdale, Mississippi, during a time when there were few turkey hunters and even fewer

turkeys. Maybe that’s why he developed a passion for turkey hunting and a thirst for knowledge

from the men that chased them. Gabe Meadow, an old pro turkey hunter, mentored young

Nunnery who would later become the “Old Pro” himself. Nunnery harvested his first gobbler at

a mere thirteen years of age in 1929 while under the tutelage of the seventy-nine-year-old

Meadow. Over the next sixty-three years, Nunnery became a master turkey hunter and saw an

unparalleled explosion in the wild turkey population.The population growth spawned a new

generation of turkey hunters, including yours truly. I was influenced greatly by Mr. Gene during

several impromptu meetings with him around Meridian, including a few late afternoon sessions



at Sanders Gun Shop and through his book The Old Pro Turkey Hunter. It has served me well

in the years since and the stories never get old. It is the only book that I’ve read multiple times

and each time I learn something new.This master storyteller weaves intricate details along with

turkey hunting tips and tactics in stories that are so riveting, we are left spellbound at how

someone could spin a yarn so eloquent yet appropriate to the situation. Though we might also

wonder if some of these events really happened, we can be assured that only the names were

changed to protect the people and their secret hunting spots. That’s understandable with turkey

hunters being the secretive people that they are. Nunnery’s own children recalled many of his

stories including tales of Santa’s helper, Jim Claus, and how much he loved telling them.“We

didn’t know a single lady that hunted when we were growing up,” said Tucker. “Girls just didn’t

hunt, and Daddy had three girls, but he loved us and really challenged us to do the best we

could no matter what we were doing. He even had a stop watch and timed us when we were in

training and swimming competitively.”The Old Pro Turkey Hunter trained a generation of turkey

hunters in the finer points of turkey hunting, and those young hunters grew up and had children

of their own, including young ladies. Though many women didn’t hunt in Mr. Gene’s time, his

leadership, guidance, and talents encouraged the next generation of turkey hunters to

introduce their daughters to the sport of turkey hunting. Women like Tes Randle Jolly and

Brenda Valentine became nationally known turkey hunters and “Old Pros.” Meridian teenager,

ReAnn Chatham, is an excellent turkey hunter who received an opportunity to hunt thanks to

the efforts of forerunners like Nunnery who spread his hunting passion to the younger

generation. Yes, turkey hunting is no longer just for boys and men but for everyone in the

family.The Old Pro Turkey Hunter is filled with wisdom and timeless stories that are still relevant

today, and very timely considering that we live in a time when many young hunters have a kill-

at-all-cost mentality. Nunnery believed that if you took on the wise old birds in a fair-chase rules

situation, you would be far better off for it. And in time you, too, might become a “master turkey

hunter.” That might also mean you might kill fewer turkeys. Quoting from his book, he had this

to say: “These old master turkey hunters hunted wild turkeys without having to abide by hunting

seasons, bag limits, game wardens, or any other restrictions. They found that the real reward

for successful turkey hunting lay in winning the battle, not necessarily exterminating the

foe.”For Nunnery, the hunt was about the challenge of battling the old gobblers by matching

wits against their highly refined instinct with no bait, blinds, or mechanical decoys. With the

explosion of young turkey hunters, along with unchecked predator growth and human incursion

into turkey habitat, we need Nunnery’s “turkey hunting code of ethics” now more than

ever.“Daddy did take a young man, Jeff Davis, turkey hunting since he didn’t have any girls that

hunted,” said Dale Nunnery Phillips. And that young man soaked up every bit of turkey hunting

wisdom and knowledge that his young mind could fathom.Fortunately, I received an invitation

to walk in the footsteps of the legend on a hunt with that young man, now himself an avid

turkey hunter, one of the next generation turkey hunters influenced by Nunnery. Davis spent his

formative years hunting with Nunnery and learning the ways of the woods and turkeys. In fact,

Davis hunted with Nunnery during his first six years of turkey hunting while learning the basics

of the sport that would carry him through a lifetime of hunting. The young master wanted to

show me where they’d hunted together during Mr. Gene’s last years.Davis and I shared that

hunt near Topton, Mississippi and we locked horns with several battle-tested gobblers as he

utilized some of Nunnery’s tried-and-true turkey hunting tactics learned from the old master

himself. He worked the birds to perfection on the same land where the “Old Pro” hunted with

him twenty-five years ago, as we double teamed them and harvested a couple of trophy

gobblers to boot. Davis hunted the birds on their own turf, on their terms, just as Mr. Gene



taught him, and the results were the same as they had been back in 1929 when Nunnery

harvested his first gobbler.Nunnery will be forever known in the turkey-hunting world as The

Old Pro Turkey Hunter, although he was writing about the “Old Pros” who were his own

mentors. As a result, The Old Pro Turkey Hunter is filled with tips, tactics, and stories, some of

which originated back in the 1800s and were passed on to Nunnery, who then passed them on

to a generation of young turkey hunters and they’re still appropriate today.Very few people in

our modern world have had such an impact on anything like Nunnery did with his passion for

turkeys, and that’s a rare thing indeed. If you want a glimpse of turkey hunting’s past and enjoy

some genuine down-home storytelling, then read along and you might even learn a few things

to help you call up a wary old gobbler.PREFACEPeople who read this book may have in mind

that hidden in its pages may be a magic formula for killing a wild turkey. While it is probably true

that any turkey hunter, young or old, will be a better turkey hunter after reading it, it could also

be true, that even if the reader will learn to be a better turkey hunter, he may, in fact, actually

kill fewer turkeys. How can this be? The fact is the old pro turkey hunters who march through

the pages of this book are going to convince you that real turkey hunting doesn’t always

necessarily have to include a pile of feathers and blood. These old master turkey hunters

hunted wild turkeys without having to abide by hunting seasons, bag limits, game wardens, or

any other restrictions. They found that the real reward for successful turkey hunting lay in

winning the battle, not necessarily exterminating the foe.This book may help you become a

master turkey hunter. It may help you become sure enough of your ability as a turkey hunter so

that you can, at times, call up a magnificent turkey gobbler and, when his life is in your hands,

let him live. When you let a gobbler walk away from you, don’t expect people to understand. In

the first place, few people understand what it is about turkey hunting that makes a person get

out of a warm bed at three o’clock on a cold spring morning and take on unbelievable

obstacles before reaching his “turkey place.”Thus this book is written as a message to the wild

turkey hunters of America. We hope it will serve as a bond between the old pro turkey hunter of

the past and the “now generation” of turkey hunters. The book deals with four old pro turkey

hunters who spent over two hundred years trying to figure out the complex nature of the wild

turkey. What a waste it would be to let slip from us the hard-gained knowledge they acquired.At

this point I want to present my credentials. I am sixty-eight years old and have hunted wild

turkeys every single year for the last fifty-three. I have killed 248 gobblers during the fifty-three

years. The breakdown is as follows:My first10 years to hunt, average 2 per year—2 × 10 =

20My second10 years to hunt, average 3 per year—3 × 10 = 30My third10 years to hunt,

average 5 per year—5 × 10 = 50My fourth10 years to hunt, average 7 per year—7 × 10 = 70My

past13 years to hunt, average 6 per year—6 × 14 = 7853 years to hunt, total turkeys killed

248These turkeys were killed chiefly in Alabama and Mississippi. All turkeys were killed in

season and within the legal bag limits. For the last twenty years I have set my own bag limit

well below the legal limits of the states in which I hunt wild turkeys. I humbly submit these facts

and figures to you in an attempt to convince you that I am a “turkey man” and an “old pro.”This

brings me to the point of asking you as a reader to accept as true the many astounding acts

and maneuvers of the turkey gobblers I called and observed over all these years. As you

yourself hunt the wild turkey, some, if not all, of the amazing accounts of wild turkey’s behavior

related in this book will be verified by the turkeys themselves. What other activity of man exists

that could so fascinate a man that, even after a half century of indulgence, he looks forward to

each turkey season with childlike enthusiasm? As old age creeps up on a turkey hunter, his

eyesight will dim, his hearing fades, his activities diminish, and his desires lessen, but as long

as a wild turkey gobbler is out there to be hunted, somehow the old man is going to get to him.



That’s for sure.Today the National Wild Turkey Federation is putting on the greatest calling

contest of all time. This fine organization is calling together all the hunters, observers, and

lovers of the wild turkey. The Federation would have us join hands to continue one of the most

remarkable natural phenomena of this century: the comeback of the wild turkey.Perhaps it

would have been appropriate to have named this book, “How to Kill Fewer Wild Turkeys and

Enjoy It More.”—G. N.ACKNOWLEDGMENTSMy deep gratitude to Mr. Norman C. Miller, Jr. of

Camden, Alabama for his outstanding artwork for my book. The beautiful full color painting [for

the original cover art] and all the pen-and-ink portrayals were created especially for this book

by Mr. Miller.Mr. Miller is a lover of the wild turkey and this love shows in every stroke of his

brush and pen. His long days afield studying and hunting the wild turkey have inspired him to

capture, on canvas, and on paper, the true look and mood of his elusive subject.I covet the

ability to portray the wild turkey in writing with the same degree of genius as Mr. Miller’s

artworks so ably do. Thanks Norman, you are truly a turkey man.THE OLD PROTurkey

HunterHope you will find some old gobblers, battle worn and wise, to challenge you.ONEGabe

MeadowI have sometimes heard of persons with a liking for gambling who make a killing and

are forever after handicapped by the instant success. The lucky gambler thrusts himself into

the grinding mill of chance, trying to repeat the feat. Over fifty years ago, Lady Luck anointed

this writer with fabulous success in a duel of life and death with a wild turkey gobbler. So here I

am, barefaced, aged, humble, and disciplined trying to share with you the time in-between—a

span of half a century and a life almost spent trying to become the master of the wild turkey.I

think the nearest I came to reaching my goal was over fifty years ago during my first year to

hunt the wild turkey. As a country boy in his teens, I was a good outdoorsman. I knew the ways

of the creatures of the woods and its streams. I heard tales told of the wild turkey by the few

men who hunted them. The turkey hunters were in a class by themselves. They looked

different, acted different, and I found out, were different. They usually, I always thought, looked

hungry. They had so little in common with other hunters that seldom did I see them talking to

the fox hunters or the bird (quail) hunters or other hunters. The man I shined up to for the

purpose of learning about turkeys was about the most rabid of the lot. He was pretty helpful

during the first fall and winter of our association; but even during this first year, as the spring

gobbling season approached, he became moody, crabby, and, at times, downright mean. He

seemed to sense I would take all his moods in stride. He was correct for he had in his

possession the knowledge I was hell-bent to come by. We made a strange combination; a

teenage boy and a man in his late sixties.Gabe Meadow was one of the best all-round hunters

I have ever seen and his specialty was the wild turkey. I believe very few turkey hunters attain

the rank of “Master Turkey Hunter” and Gabe was truly a master of the art. He was well-

equipped; lean and lithe and with a natural curiosity to find out everything in nature. All his

spare time was spent roaming the fields and forests. He was the only man I ever knew who

could follow a drove of wild turkeys all day long from morning fly down to afternoon fly up. I

have seen him, after one of these days of following a flock; sit down as relaxed and as happy

as a man could be. He would detail the events of the day: the frequent spooking of the flock by

unexplained noises and movements, the many moods of the turkeys happily hopping around at

times, the many mock fights, and the constant serious mood of one or two old hens of the flock

who disapproved of the frolicking of the others.I had a feeling that in his own good time Gabe

would share with me some of his turkey hunting secrets. I was correct. During a warm sunny

break in the weather on a February day, Gabe and I were walking an old logging road when he

suddenly stopped. By the road stood a very large beautiful beech tree. Gabe walked up to it

and patted its smooth trunk and said, “Indian Umbrella.” Gabe said the Indians used the beech



for shelter during rainstorms because lightning didn’t strike beech trees. Now how or why I

don’t know, but in the fifty years after hearing this I haven’t seen or heard of anyone who has

ever seen a beech tree that has been struck by lightning.Gabe sat down in front of this beech

and leaned back against its trunk. Then it came: How to kill a wild turkey. Gabe’s technique was

really quite simple. For over fifty years I have gone over his plans word by word and move by

move. Many times I have departed from his advice as I sought better ways, wanting always to

invent my own foolproof methods. A foolproof way to kill a wild turkey, I now realize, just doesn’t

exist and you don’t want it. The uncertainty of the hunt is a fascination of the sport.Gabe laid it

out. The best way to make a turkey gobble is to owl. This is the act of imitating the owl in turkey

territory. Start owling at the first light of day; keep it up in series of hoots until he gobbles. Many

times as you hoot, real owls will come up and you can let them take over. There are many

theories as to why a gobbler will sound off at the owl’s hoot. Some say the owl is the turkey’s

enemy. Gabe said this ain’t so. The reason he gobbles at the owl is quite simple. It’s the spirit of

competition. The vain, egotistical gobbler thinks his gobble is the most wonderful sound of the

forest. When he hears a distinct sound like an owl hoot rise above the melody of the forest, he

simply wants to cap it off with his own wonderful gobble. Often he will gobble at any distinct

sound that rises above the din of forest sounds: the whistle of the red bird, a crow’s caw, a

sharp clap of thunder, a train whistle, the slamming of a car door, even the distant boom of a

gun.Gabe continued to lay it out. After you locate your gobbler, move quickly and quietly to

within one-hundred to one-hundred fifty yards of him. (The distance would depend on the

terrain cover, and amount of light.) Find a tree about the size of your body and without bushes

and briars close to its base. Don’t try to hide in thickets. Don’t get behind trees, stumps, etc.

You want to be in front of them. When you get this close to a wild turkey gobbler, every move

and decision you make will bear heavily on the outcome of the pending fray. One mistake of

move or judgment and it’s all over.The reason you elect to sit in front of the tree is quite simple.

You can see the turkey before he sees you—a very important fact in your favor. Now you are

sitting flat on the ground slumped down to where your caboose is about six inches from the

base of the tree. The vest with the game pocket in back is packed with rain gear, extra clothes,

etc., and it supports the small of your back as you sit. Your knees are pulled up in front of you,

your gun rests between your knees, and your cap is pulled down. Now you are looking through

a small opening between the bill of your cap and the top of your knees. Your face is completely

hidden.You don’t have to have a wild gobbler out there scaring the hell out of you to practice

this tree-sitting technique. Fact is, you’d be much better off doing the practicing in your front

yard. Learn how to sit with the least amount of discomfort. Sit for minutes in the beginning, then

for an hour or more as you progress. If you shoot from your right shoulder, you should sit facing

slightly to the right of where your turkey is located. Once you work out this tree-sitting

technique, you should be able to sit for hours, gun resting on your knees. If your turkey circles

to approach from another direction, you move around the base of the tree, always facing in his

general direction.As I already said, I didn’t just accept Gabe’s advice as the ironclad,

unbending “way you do it.” Fact is I guess in my early years I kind of resented it being laid out

so nice and pat. So I tried every other possible way to confront a wild turkey. I climbed trees.

(One day your age will take care of the temptation to do this.) I lay down. I hid in thickets. I

stood behind trees and stumps and brush piles. I even dug several holes in turkey-gobbling

territory so I could get in one to call my turkey. Let me say here, the “get in hole” technique is

the worst possible way and the next worst is to lie down. Once during my hole diggin’ days, I

had two gobblers pin me down in my hole for two and one-half hours. To this day I believe

these gobblers knew the score and deliberately kept me confined in my semi-grave to their



great satisfaction. Never before or since have I heard the going on that these two gobblers let

out. They gobbled. They drummed. They strutted. They clucked. They paraded, as they played

the game I invented named, “sucker in the hole.” Never once did I see them.Gabe had made a

small box call for me. It was about six inches long, about one inch thick, and hollow. One side

had a lid extending about three-eighths of an inch. The call was held in one hand and scraped

on a piece of slate held in the other hand. I am sure it wouldn’t win any turkey calling contests,

but over the fifty years I have owned it, it has won the hearts of many trophy gobblers. Gabe

showed me how to use it and advised me to practice with it until I could use it with confidence.

Gabe was an advocate of very little yelping. He would say, “If you like to yelp and get a kick out

of it, that’s fine. But don’t do it around a turkey gobbler.” Three to five soft rapid “ke-uk ke-uk ke-

uk ke-uk ke-uk” was all he laid on a gobbler. That, he said, was the true mating call of the wild

turkey hen. Real love call. Why mess it up with all kinds of other sounds when this is what

sends the fire rushing to Mr. Gobbler’s head, lighting up his wattles with crimson, and

drenching his brain with desire. After you have made the call, put your caller up so you won’t be

tempted to keep yelping with it.There is no better time than now to give you one of Gabe’s

favorite sayings, “Always expect the unexpected when dealing with a wild turkey.” I believe

Gabe could have talked for a month explaining this and proving it with some of the soundest

logic you ever heard.The spring turkey season was almost at hand, and I felt prepared to

launch my turkey hunting career. Over fifty years ago it happened and I remember it as if it

were yesterday. I knew the place this bunch of turkeys used since I had watched them for hours

on end and days at a time. Fact is, I had tried to waylay an old gobbler who was frequently

seen with the bunch. He seemed to lead a charmed life, for he never came in range of my

single-barrel twenty-gauge.Gabe would simply have gone into orbit had he known of such a

nefarious attempt on the life of that gobbler. I sensed this early in my association with Gabe. As

our friendship grew over the years, so did my respect for Gabe’s unbending rules for hunting

the wild turkey. To retain the unique challenge of real wild turkey hunting you have to be willing

to give the turkey a sporting chance. Given this chance, a wise old gobbler can, at times, meet

and beat the best turkey hunters in a locality season after season. You go into a turkey’s

domain with shotgun and call, you locate him and challenge him, and do your best to kill him—

one on one. You do this without bait, highpower scope rifles, fixed or permanent blinds, other

hunters, good plots, live turkey decoys, roost shooting, tree houses, etc.I knew where a high,

well-timbered ridge ran through the heart of the best turkey range in the area. I had frequently

hunted small game along this ridge and knew turkeys regularly roosted in the locality. I walked

down this ridge to within 150 yards of the point where it abruptly ended at the swamp’s edge. It

was still dark except for the eastern horizon. I groped around until I located a large pine to sit

by. I sat down, chalked my turkey call, loaded my twenty-gauge, and began to owl. A real owl

answered and lit in a tree close by. He began to hoot and soon had other owls answering him.

After several minutes of owl talk, a turkey gobbler let out his spine-tingling gobble. Gabe says

the war cry of the American Indian is copied from the wild turkey’s gobble. I don’t know what

the war cry of an Indian would do to a man but there is no doubt about the effect of a turkey’s

gobble. When this turkey gobbled directly down my ridge at the swamp’s edge, it seemed the

temperature suddenly dropped twenty degrees.The turkey would stop strutting for a few

minutes and stand tall to look.It was getting light now and the place where I sat seemed to be

too exposed. I dared not move, so I scratched off a series of fast yelps on my box. The gobbler

didn’t answer and I began to worry that he didn’t hear my call. My eyes were glued on the point

of my ridge next to the swamp. I didn’t see the gobbler come up on the ridge but suddenly he

was there and went into a full strut. Gabe said you can tell the age of a turkey by the way he



struts. The young ones have trouble lining up all their feathers to present an even, symmetrical

show of form. When he begins to strut for the first time, he looks ragged and out of shape. If

practice makes perfect, then a turkey gobbler should wind up with a perfect strut because he

spends most of his spring days strutting. Well, my turkey’s strut told me I had the boss turkey of

these parts on my hands. A terrible feeling of inadequacy came over me, a teenager, up

against him, the toughest turkey in the township. The turkey would stop strutting for a few

minutes and stand tall to look. Then he would gobble and start his strutting again. After what

seemed like hours he began to move toward me, but instead of coming directly down my ridge,

he was veering off to my left. He would end up directly to my left and about eighty yards away,

by guess.For about thirty minutes, this gobbler intimidated me with his strutting, drumming, and

gobbling. I was too scared to move; but, when I shut my right eye, the increased range of my

left eye would catch glimpses of him. He never came in range; and, as I thought it out, I

realized I had committed a serious error. Gabe had carefully stressed the point of having your

gun between your knees before the turkey shows up. It’s too late to rearrange things after a

turkey appears even if he is a hundred yards or more away. Suddenly the strutting stopped and

I could hear him walking away from me. Silence took over and thoughts tumbled through my

mind. I was almost glad this old turkey was gone. Why did I have to draw him in the first place?

Why not a one-year-old or a two-year-old? My thoughts always turned to Gabe and that helped

me to no end. After all, didn’t I have the greatest turkey hunter in my corner? Gabe had said

many times, “The more you are soundly thrashed by a turkey, the better turkey hunter you’ll be.

It’s the most important part of your training.”I made up my mind to sit right where I was till noon.

I stretched my legs out and relaxed for a few minutes. My relaxing was cut short by the gobble

of my turkey. He was almost in the same place where I’d heard him earlier in the morning.

When I gave him a series of yelps, it started an exact duplicate of the earlier encounter. This

time, however, he came down the right side of the ridge to make a stand. Later, I detailed my

fray with this gobbler to Gabe. Gabe said the way this gobbler traveled the side of the ridge

proved him to be a smart old turkey. He will turkey trot, head and body close to the ground, just

enough on the side of the ridge to be out of sight. When he reaches a tree or bush to his liking,

he will stop and slowly ease his head up to give him a full view of the top of the ridge as well as

a good way down the other side. If it was this turkey’s purpose to wear me down, he was doing

it in great fashion. I wished I was somewhere else. When he again went back to the swamp I

thought it was all over and I breathed a sigh of relief. But, would you believe no sooner had he

reached the edge of the swamp, he boomed another gobble? Again, I scratched off a series of

yelps the best I could. My gobbler instantly responded with a gobble and at the same time

appeared on my ridge. I was well positioned; slumped down in from of the big pine, knees

drawn up, feet apart, gun resting between knees pointed in his direction, cap pulled so low I

was looking through about a one-half-inch opening between knee and cap bill. Slowly he came

down the ridge straight toward me. His wings were dropped almost to the ground in kind of a

half strut. He would stop about ten steps, stand tall, and survey the whole scene. Magnificent—

the prettiest sight these eyes had seen up to then or, for that matter, since. I eased the hammer

back on my twenty-gauge single-barrel. The twenty-gauge seemed mighty small for this

monstrous turkey. I wished for Jay Delk’s double-barrel ten-gauge and believe I would have

fired both barrels at once and risked being kicked to kingdom come. I kept the turkey covered

by my gun sight and that wasn’t hard, as he was approaching in a fairly straight course. At

twenty-eight steps he stopped and slowly stretched his neck to full length. I remembered

Gabe’s outline of a turkey with neck stretched. Gabe drew this on a piece of cardboard to

stress an important point. He had me shoot this picture aiming at the turkey’s head. We



counted the number of shot hitting vital areas. Then he had me shoot again, aiming at a point

halfway between the turkey’s head and the base of the neck. This last shot at the center of the

neck had fully one third more shot in vital areas. Gabe said to make the turkey stand tall to get

the maximum results. I thought at the time how tough it would be to make a turkey gobbler do

anything, but it can be done.
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Clyde Dearman, “Old Fashioned Turkey Pro Tips - The Best!. Gene Nunnery gives his

experiences growing up in the turkey woods and relays a vast knowledge of anecdotal, factual,

incredible and sometimes comical information about the almost lost love of TRUE turkey

hunting in the old fashion manner in which there is a one-on-one, man vs. gobbler hunt. The

essence of turkey hunting in the old-fashioned and "real" manner is promoted by Mr. Nunnery

and by the time the reader is finished and hunts in this manner, he (or she) is willing to give up

ALL the devices and gimmicks of "new fangled" hunting for the awesome experiences of

hunting the old pro turkey hunter way. Once a true turkey hunter returns to hunting the way of

our forfathers did, you can never go back: the experience pales in comparisson and the hunt is

never quite the same with all the "stuff" of the new age turkey hunter. Get this book, read it and

give it a try. The reader will have opened up to them the way that turkey hunting truly should

always have been and should be. You will leave the "stuff" at home and enjoy the hunt as never

before. The history and anecdotes alone are worth whatever price you have to pay. You will not

be dissapointed!”

Benjamin Sinko, “Well worth the time. This book teaches ethics and tactics of hunting wild

turkey. The ethics are a great eye opener for beginners and master hunters. The stories within

this book shine light on wild turkeys, teaching respect for these magical thunder chickens.”

douglas petersen, “Patience and knowledge. This book will teach you the basics, plus incite

you to evolve as a turkey Hunter. Well informed book and appreciate Gene for sharing this

knowledge.”

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/NnVAr/The-Old-Pro-Turkey-Hunter-Gene-Nunnery


PB, “Hunting Yarns Mixed with Solid Tactics. Told in the conversational style of "Turkey talk",

this book sheds light on some of the mysteries of hunting the wild turkey. From the ethics of fair

chase to the tricks of old Toms, The Old Pro Turkey Hunter covers it all.”

J.public, “Good book to scratch the Turk itch. Exactly what I wanted out of a turkey book. A

good example of what it’s like trying to learn to become a hunter.”

rc, “One of my all time favorite books on turkey hunting. Excellent book for anyone who enjoys

the challenge of turkey hunting”

Asa-low12, “Excellent turkey book. This will feed your obsession and hold you over in the early

part of the year before season starts again.”

GB2015, “Great Book!. Great stories from an old school Turkey Hunting Master. He imparts his

hunting knowledge at the same time sharing very entertaining stories and all the time playing

fair with his adversary the Gobbler.”

M. Leblanc, “Great book. Excellent book. Old school at its best.”

The book by John Kretschmer has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 130 people have provided feedback.
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